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Let X, =CT=_m c,Z,_~ be a moving average process where {Z,} is iid with common distribution 
in the domain of attraction of a stable law with index a, 0 < (Y G 2. If 0 < a < 2, EIZ,l” i CO and 
the distribution of IZ,I and IZ,Z,l are tail equivalent then the sample correlation function of {X,} 
suitably normalized converges in distribution to the ratio of two dependent stable random variables 
with indices a and a/2. This is in sharp contrast to the case EIZ,I” = oc where the limit distribution 
is that of the ratio of two independent stable variables. Proofs rely heavily on point process 
techniques. We also consider the case when the sample correlations are asymptotically normal 
and extend slightly the classical result. 
sample correlation function * regular variation * stable laws * moving averages * point processes 
* ARMA models * central limit theorem 
1. Introduction 
Suppose {Z,, -cc < t < ~0) is an independent, identically distributed (iid) sequence 
of random variables with regularly varying tail probabilities. More specifically 
assume 
P((Z1l> x) = x-aL(x) (1.1) 
with (Y > 0 and L a slowly varying function at co and also assume the tail balancing 
condition 
P(Z, ’ xl P(Z, < -x) 
P(Iz,l=P and P(lZ,l>x) +q (1.2) 
as x+co, O<:p<l and q=l-p. 
Given a sequence of real numbers {cj, --CO <j < 00) satisfying mild conditions 
(which for instance are always satisfied for ARMA processes) the moving averages 
{X,,-co<t<CO}= f cjZ,,,--03<t<cc (1.3) 
j=-cC 
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exist as a strictly stationary sequence. The sample correlations of {X,} defined by 
n-h 
bch) = 1 x,x,+h / i x:, h>O ,=I t=, (1.4) 
are the objects of study in this paper. 
In two previous papers (Davis and Resnick [7, S]) the weak limit behavior of 
functionals of {X,}, including the sample covariance function, was discussed. In 
Davis and Resnick [8] the asymptotic limit distribution for fi(h) was derived under 
the assumption that EIZ,I” = 00 and 0 < LY < 2 and in particular it was shown that 
there exists a slowly varying function L,(t) such that if 
p(h):= f cjcl+h f c?, 
j--m I j--m 
then 
n”“Mn)(r;(h) -p(h)) 
converges in distribution to the ratio of two independent stable random variables 
with indices (Y and (~/2 respectively. Joint limit behavior of p*(h) at various lags 
was also given. The asymptotic behavior of t(h) was found to depend on the weak 
limit behavior of the vector (C:=, Z,Zt+,, 1= 0, . . . , h). This vector converged to a 
vector of independent, nonnormal stable random variables. 
In contrast to the above case when EIZ,I* = ~0 we suppose in the present paper 
that EIZ,I” <CO and in Section 3 we obtain the surprising result that b(h) suitably 
normalized converges to a ratio of dependent stable random variables. Joint limit 
behavior of (G(l), 1 s 1 s h) is also given and as before depends on the behavior of 
cc:=, ZrZrt1, l= 0, . . . , h). Again there is a clear distinction between the case where 
the a-moment is finite or infinite since in the case EIZ,I* <a we find this vector 
of sums of products converges weakly to a vector of dependent stable random 
variables. Both the results and the methods of proof are very different depending 
on whether EIZ,)* is finite or not. 
Section 3 discusses these results which depend on point process methods. In 
addition we discuss some necessary results about tail behavior of products of random 
variables which is a class of problems which has received significant attention in 
analytic probability research. See Breiman [3], Embrechts and Goldie [9, lo], Cline 
[5]. Also in Section 2 we establish the asymptotic normality of b(h) under the 
assumption EZ:lclz,lstI is slowly varying at 00. Our results and methods unify and 
extend classical results where a finite variance for Z, is assumed. 
2. Sample correlations in the normal case 
Let {Z} be an iid sequence of random variables. Assume Z, belongs to the domain 
of attraction of a normal distribution which is equivalent to (cf. Feller [ll, p. 3131) 
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the slow variation at infinity of the truncated second moment L(t) = EZ~lt~z,~c-lI. 
This in turn is equivalent to 
t2P(IZ,I >t) -, o 
L(f) 
Moreover if the sequence 
ncu,2L(cX”) + 1, 
then 
as t+co. 
of constants (Y, 2 0 is chosen so that 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
a,’ c (Z,-EZ,) =3 N(0, 1) 
I=, 
(+ denotes convergence in distribution). If c2 = Var(Z,) < ~0 then we may choose 
Lx, = n ‘/‘CT. Otherwise we have ay, = n ‘12i(n) where L is slowly varying with 
L(t)+oo as t+cO. 
The goal of this section is to derive the limit distribution of the sample correlation 
function of the process X, =C,?=_, cjZt-,. As will be shown below, the weak limit 
of the sample correlation function can be determined via the limit distribution of 
the vector of partial sums (C:=, Z,Z,+l,. . . ,C:=, Z,Z,+h). 
First we note that Z,Z, also belongs to the domain of attraction of a normal 
distribution (Maller [17]) which is obvious only if Var(Z,) < 00. NOW let Pn > 0 be 
chosen so that 
Pn2~E1z1z2121[(Z,Z*,~P,,~ 1 (2.3) 
and observe that if Var(Z,) < 03 and EZ, = 0 then we may take Pn = n 1’2u2. On the 
other hand if Var(Z,) = ~0, then (Maller [17]) 
%lPn + 0. (2.4) 
Proposition 2.1. Let {Z,} be iid with zero mean and assume L(t) = EZ~lrlzllSrI is 
slowly varying. Then for any jixed positive integer h 
( 
pi’ i Z,Z,+,,lcZGh =+ (N,,N, ,..., N,,) 
r=, > 
where N,, N2,..., Nh are iid N(0, 1) random variables. 
Proof. First we show that the kh dimensional vector 
(Z,Z,+,,l~Zah,l~t~k) 
belongs to the domain of attraction of a multivariate normal distribution with 
independent components. By Theorem 3.2 in de Haan, Omey, and Resnick [13] it 
suffices to show, for s # t or i # 1, 
as n-+oo for all x>O and y>O. (2.5) 
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If Z,Z,,, and sZ,Z,+~ are independent, then (2.5) is automatic by (2.3) and the 
assumption EZ, = 0. On the other hand if Z,Z,+, and ZSZ,Y+i are not independent, 
then (2.5) is equal to 
np,2E(Z z 1 1 2 rlz,z+&xl ZZl 2 3 mz3l9%Yl ) 
= ~~n2~(Z1Z2~~~z,z2,~p.x,Z251~IZzZsl~P.y,~tlZ*1>a,,) 
+ ~~~2~(Z,Z21[~Z,Zzl~P,*,Z2Z31[IZzZ,l~p,y,1,~Z~,I~~,,) 
=A+B. 
We have 
IAl G nP,2P2,(x v ~P’(1-4 >~,)=(XVy)nP(IZ,I>a,)~O 
by (2.1) and (2.2). As for B, we have 
IBI = n/3i2 I” t2(EZ , [,Zl,~p.x,t,EZ31~,z,,~p,y,,,)P(IZ21 E dt). 1 
0 
If Var(Z,) <co, then by the dominated convergence theorem, (note nPi2+ aP4), 
IBI + 0. If Var(Z,) = 00, then 
by (2.2) and (2.4), which establishes (2.5). 
Now for a fixed A E Rh, define the h-dependent sequence by 
Y, =hlz,z,+,+h2z,Z,+2+’ ’ -+AhZ,Z,+h. 
For each fixed integer k > 2h, we have 
i Y,’ i ui+y K++(Yrk-h+,+*. .+Y,) 
,=* i=l i=l 
where l_Ji = ( Yci--l)k+l +. . . + Y&h), v, = ( r;,_,+, + ’ * *+ Yik) and r=[n/k]. The Ui 
are iid and by applying the first part of the proof, we have 
PL’ i Ui =+ N(0, (k-h)(A:+* . *+A:)) 
i=l 
and, since Pr//3,, + k-‘j2, 
pi’ i U, + N(0, (l- h/k)(A:+. . .+A;)). 
i=l 
The same reasoning also gives 
j3;’ i v, j N(O,(h/k)(A:+. + *+A:)). 
i=l 
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The piece ( I’+,, +. . .+ Y,,) is a sum of at most 2h terms and hence is op(&,) so 
that for every E > 0 
Finally, we have 
N(0, (1- h/k)(A:+. . .+A:)) j N(O,A:+* - .+A:) as k+co 
so that by Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley [2], 
pi’ $J Yc= i A@,’ i Z,Z,+i 3 
r=, i=l 1=, 
which completes the proof by an appeal to 
N(O,A;+. ..+A;) 
the Cramer-Wold device. 0 
We now consider the moving average process 
x, = E cjz,_j 
j=_m 
where the Z,‘s satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 2.1. The coefficients are assumed 
to satisfy 
f Ic,)<co and f lcj(‘ljl<cc (2.6) 
j=-cc j=-m 
where y = 2 if Var(Z,) < CO, otherwise 0 < y < 2. Define for h 2 0 the sample correla- 
tion function 
6th) = C(h)lC(O) 
where C(h) = C:=, X,X,+h. Set p(h) = C,“_, CjCj+h/Cy=_m c,’ which is the correlation 
function for {X,} if Var(Z,) < 03. 
We first show that 
a,2c(o): f CT. 
is-02 
This will be accomplished by establishing 
cYi2 C(O)- i f ( c:z:_, z= 0, ,=, 1=--m > 
ffi2 ( i, j d-ci - IT cf 5 z: -J+ 0, m 1=-cc ,=l > 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
and 
n P 
cYi2 c z:+ 1. 
1=, 
(2.10) 
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The difference in (2.8) is 
and if Var(2,) = cc then n/a: -+ 0 so that 
proving (2.8). If Var(Z,) <CO then it is easy to show that the variance of the difference 
in (2.8) goes to zero. The difference in (2.9) is (Y~‘CT=_~ c~U,,~ where U,,i = 
C :I:_i Z: - C := 1 Z: is a sum of at most 2i random variables. Since E IZ,I’ < co where 
y is defined in (2.6), we have 
giving (2.9). Finally the weak law of large numbers yields (2.10) (cf. Theorem 2, p. 
236, Feller [ll]). 
For a fixed 121, set $i,j=~i(ci_j+l-c,_j~(l)), i=O,*1,+2 ,..., j=*l,*2 ,.... 
Then 
(.“‘,P~‘(~(~)-P(z)-[c(o)l~’ i C ii! !bi,,zr-izl-i+j)' O (2.11) 
f=l If0 i=--a, 
and for each j > 0 
&Pi’ ( ( i: f Qt,jzt-izt-!+,+ f *i,-jzt-Z-i-, ,=, i=-a3 i=-_as ) 
- i=t, (tit,j + +1,-j) it zrzf+j 
> 
’ O. (2.12) 
I=, 
These two results together with Proposition 2.1 and the continuous mapping theorem 
suggest that 
where N,, N2,. . . are iid N(0, 1) random variables. This is in fact the content of 
the following theorem. The proof of this theorem as well as (2.11) and (2.12) are 
only slight modifications (take 6 = y) of the arguments given for Proposition 4.1, 
Proposition 4.3(i) and Theorem 4.4 of Davis and Resnick [8] and hence are omitted. 
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Theorem 2.2. Suppose X, =Cy_m c,Z,_, where {c,} satis$es (2.6) and {Z,} is an iid 
sequence with zero mean and L(t) = EZ:lt~~,l~,, is slowly varying. If CY, and P,, are 
chosen to satisfy (2.2) and (2.3) respectively, then, for any h a 1, 
&,‘(p^(Z)--p(Z), 1 s 1~ h) 
* T (p(l+j)+p(l-j)-2p(j)p(l))N,, 1s 1s h 
j=l 
where N,, N2,. . . are iid N(0, 1). 
3. Sample correlations and regularly varying tail probabilities 
In this section we examine the weak limit behavior of (C:=, Z,Z,+,, 0~ Is h) 
under the assumptions that {Z,} is iid satisfying (l.l), (1.2) with 0 < LY < 2 and also 
that EIZ,l” <CO and 
lim m7*l> t) 
‘+m P(lZ,l> t) 
= 2E[Z,(? (3.1) 
Thus the distribution of log(Z,( is in the class 9, studied by several authors (Chover, 
Ney, Wainger [4]; Embrechts and Goldie [9, lo]). If a finite limit in (3.1) exists, it 
must be of the form 2E(Z,I”, [4]. In studying the behavior of I:=, Z,Zr+[ it becomes 
clear a limit distribution does not exist when EjZ,I” <cc without (3.1). It is interesting 
that the class Y, achieves interest from an additional perspective. See also Cline [5]. 
It is difficult to get a decent characterization of when (3.1) holds but the following 
needed fact can be gleaned quickly. (Cf. Embrechts and Goldie [lo] and Cline [5].) 
Suppose (1.1) holds and we write for t > s > 0 
P(lZ,Z,(> t)= P([Z,Z,l> t, lZ&s)+P(IZ,Z2/> t, s<l-GI~ t/s) 
+P(lz,z*l> t, (ZzJ> t/s)= 1+11+111. 
Now III may be written as 
P([Z,Z,l A lZ,sl> t) = NlZ,l A IWGI > t). 
Since (Z,( A s is bounded, a result of Breiman [3] (a simple dominated convergence 
argument; see also Cline [S]) gives the above asymptotic to 
-JYlZ, A 4”MlZ2l> t) 
as t + CO. For I we have 
mw,I > t) = I 
s P(lZ,l> t/y) 
PWI > t) J’(lZ,i E dy) 0 
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and so by regular variation and dominated convergence we get as t + ~0 
I 
s 
I- fW1-G) E dyP(iZ,I > t). 
0 
(By letting s + M, we see that lim inf,,, P(lZ,Z,( P- t)/P((Z,l> t) 3 2E1Z11”.) Since 
we know by the Chover, Ney, Wainger [4] result that the only possible finite limit 
in (3.1) is 2E(IZ,I”) we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose (1.1) holds and E(lZ,l”) ~00. Then (3.1) holds @T 
lim lim sup P(lZ,&l> t, s < IZ,( 7 t/s)/P(lZll> t) 
s-m tern 
= lim lim sup 
I 
“s P(IZII > t/y) 
m4 > t) 
P(lZ,l~dy)=O. 
*-Cc 1-00 s 
(3.2) 
We now commence a study of the weak limit behavior of (C:=, ZtZ,+,, 0~ Is h). 
The method of attack uses point processes and useful background on this subject 
and its relevance to limit theory is contained in Neveu [ 181, Kallenberg [ 151, Resnick 
[19], Davis and Resnick [7,8]. We set M,(E) equal to the space of point measures 
on the Euclidean space E and metrize M,(E) by the vague metric. A point measure 
on E is a Radon measure on E of the form Ci F,, where xi E E and for a Bore1 
subset B c E we have E,(B) = 1 if x E B ; 0 otherwise. A Poisson process on E with 
mean or intensity measure p will be denoted PRM( p) ; i.e. Poisson random measure 
with mean measure p. 
We begin by supposing do := [-CO, 0) u (0, CO] is topologized so that neighborhoods 
of *co are compact sets; i.e. on the positive half axis the usual roles of 0 and ~0 are 
interchanged and similarly for the negative half axis. Set E = R. xIW~~ and suppose 
CT=, &jk is PRM on E, with mean measure 
A(dx) = (pax-“-‘1 (o,oo,(x) + qLY(-x)~*-‘lr-co,o,(x)) dx. 
Lastly define a, to satisfy 
a, = inf{x: P( IZ,( > x) =5 n-l). (3.3) 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose (1.1) and (1.2) hold and set 
Z,,, = (&‘Zkr Zk-h, . . . , zk-l, zk+,, . . . , zk+h) 
and suppose further that 
(29) = {(Zl”,‘, . . . , zl:‘, z’,“‘, . . . , Z’,“‘)} 
is an iid sequence of [WZh valued random elements and the components in ZCk’ are iid 
and distributed as Z,. 7’he sequence {A?Y’~‘} is assumed independent of the point process 
CF=‘=, Ebb. Then the following weak convergence result in MP( E) holds as n + 00: 
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Remark. The limit point process is PRM on E with mean measure 
p(dx, dx-,,, dx-,,+,, . . . , dx-,, dx,, . . . , dxh) 
:= A(dx)F(dx_,)F(dx_,+,) . * . F(dx_,)F(dx,) . . . F(dx,). 
Proof. It suffices by Theorem 4.7 in Kallenberg [ 151 to show as n + cc 
nP(Z,,, E A x RZh) + p(A x Bzh) (3.4) 
where A = (x, a] or (-00, -xl, x > 0 and B 2h is a bounded 2h dimensional rectangle 
and also 
&zJR) =O (3.5) 
where R is a finite union of bounded rectangles in E. Since in case A = (x, a], 
nP(Z,,, E A x 132h) = nP(a;‘Z, > x)F@‘~(B’~) (F02h is product measure), we obtain 
(3.4) immediately from (l.l), (1.2) and (3.3) so we focus on (3.5). Since the sequence 
{Zi,n, -a < i < 00) is 2h + 1 dependent a standard argument (cf. Leadbetter, Lindgren 
and Rootzen [16, Chapters 3, 51) yields 
pk EzJR) = 0 + 0, (3.6) 
for any k as n -+ 00. Furthermore by a Bonferroni inequality 
In/k1 
[n/‘klf’(Z,,n~R)-[n/kl C J’(z,,n~R,zi,n~R) 
i=2 
[n/k1 
sP u [Z,,,ER] 
i=l 
Ed,,. > 0 =s [nlklf’(Z,,n E R). 
Since P(Z1,, E R, Zi,” E R) can be dominated by a probability based only on a,‘Z, 
and a,‘Z, it readily follows that 
[n/k1 
limsup[n/k] C P(Zi,,~R,zi,,~R)=o(l/k) 
n-rm ,=2 
and hence applying the natural generalization of (3.4) to finite unions of disjoint 
rectangles we obtain 
[n/k1 
l-k-‘~(R)~lim&fP 1 E~,,,(R)=O 
i=l > 
for any k. Raising all sides of this inequality to the kth power, letting k + CO and 
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then applying (3.4) gives the desired conclusion (3.5) since we obtain from (3.6) 
pf ( EZ,,,,(R)=O I-=1 ) +emFcR)= P ( k~, F(jk,.G,(R) = O). 0 
Corollary 3.3. If (1.1) and (1.2) hold then 
in M,(Iw,) x (M,(R, XR))2h where the last factor is the 2h-fold Cartesian product of 
M,([w, XR). 
Proof. First restrict the state space in Proposition 3.2 to the compact set K, = 
(2: IZI 3 SC1 } x [ -s, s]*~ to obtain 
Because the state space is compact we get by a variant of the continuous mapping 
theorem (Resnick [ 19, Proposition 1.11) that 
n 
1 &,;*z;, i E (a,lZi,Zi-,) [Zk,,~K\l~ 1 i &(a,, ‘Zi,Zk+,)l [Z,,,t K,], I= 1, . . . > h 
k-l k=l k=l > 
kt, &J$ k[, e(jk,Z~h,:‘~l[(,i,Z’k’)tK,lr f &~j,,Zj”‘~l[(j,,Z’“‘)EK,1, I= 1, . . . 2 h . 
k=l > 
Since the right side above converges to the desired limit as s + 00 an application of 
Billingsley [2, Theorem 4.21 yields the result provided we show for any 7 > 0 
E(,~~z~.z~+.)~[z~,~~K,I > 7) =O 
k=l ) 1 
for any u E {-h,. . . , -1, 1,. . . , h} where p is the vague metric on M,(& xR). Let 
f be nonnegative and continuous with compact support on &, xR; we take the 
support contained in {z: IzI > a-‘} x [-a, a] for some a > 0. Because of the definition 
of p (Kallenberg [15, p. 951) it suffices to check 
ilr”, lit_yp p 
’ [I 
kilf(ai’zk, Zktu)- i f(a;‘zk, Zk+u)l[Z,,,cK,] > 77 
k=l I 1 
= h lim sup P i f(a;‘Zk, Zk+u)l[Zk,ntK,]’ > 77 1 =o. 7-  n-w k=l 
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The above probability is bounded by 
P ~~,,lo,,~z~l~u-~,lz~+,.l~a,Z,,.~K~1) 
( 
which by subadditivity and stationarity is 
S nP[lu,‘Z,l> a-‘, (z,( c a, z,,, E K,] 
S nP[\u,‘Z,I> a-‘, \z,l c a, lu,‘z,l s s-l] 
+,i, nP[lu,‘Z,l> a-‘, Izl s 4 lZ,l> sl. 
The first term is zero if s > a and the second piece with the summation is 
S 2hP[lu,‘Z,]> uP]P[lZ,J > S] 
+ 2huVqZ,] > s] 
as n + 00. Since this last term goes to zero as s + co the desired result is obtained. 0 
We now study a collection of point processes of products. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose (l.l), (1.2), (3.1) hold and EJZ,I~ COO. Then 
Ea,2z:, i &( o,‘zkzk+,)~ I=l,...,h 
k=l ) 
* k<, Ejj:, kE, (&j,ZIk,‘,‘+jrZ\k’), I= 1, . . 3 ‘) (3.7) 
Remark. For each IE (-h, . . . , -1, 1, . . . , h) we have ~~=‘=, Ej z\“’ is PRM(p) on % 
and, for x > 0, 
v(x,~)=x-“(p~Z~1,z,>,,+q~lZ,I*~,z,<~~), 
Y(--00, -x) = lXl-“~q~Z~~~z,>o,+P~l~,l~~~z,<,,~, 
v{z: lzl> x} = xm”.qZ,l”. 
Proof. Making restrictions to the compact sets K,,, ={z: Iz( 2~~‘) X[-y, -y] we get 
from Corollary 3.3 
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The map (x, y) + xy applied to the points of a point measure with compact state 
space induces a continuous map on the space of point measures with common 
compact state space (Resnick [19, Proposition 1.11) and hence 
&,~Zik)l[(jk,Zj*))EKI,,,) I= l, . * . 3 h (3.8) 
in M,((O, co]) x(A~,(L~?&,))~~. We now remove y from the relation (3.8) by first noting 
that as y + co the right side converges weakly to the corresponding expression with 
y = co and in order to apply Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley [2] we must check for f 
nonnegative and continuous with compact support on fi, and for I = 1,. . . , h 
and 
n 
lim lim sup P k~,~(~n’zkzk+,)l~la,‘Z~l,l-l,lZ~+~l~~~> 17 =O 
Y-CC n+cc E 1 (3.10) 
for any n > 0. Supposing the support off is {z: ]zI > a} we have the probability in 
(3.9) is bounded by 
nP[la,‘&&,( > a, ]a,‘&/ > s-‘, l-&l> y] 
c nP[]o,‘& > s6]P[lz,_,l> y]+ s”P[]z,] > y] 
which goes to zero as y+oo. The probability in (3.10) is bounded by 
and for s/y -C a this probability is zero. We may thus rewrite (3.8) with y = ~0 as 
follows: 
f -%,‘z:, 
k=l k=l 
m 
EJ$ IT EjkZLk>l[lj~l>s-'l, C &jkZy)l[lZj~)l,s], 1 = 1, . . . , h . 
> 
(3.11) 
k=l k=l 
On the left side of (3.11) take the process corresponding to -1 as subscript, change 
variables to k’ = k - 1, and add the result to the process corresponding to +1. After 
adjusting for o,(l) terms we get from (3.11) 
n n 
c F,;2z$ c ~“~‘z~z~+,(l,~z~+,~~5,+1tla,~Z*+rl>.~~~~), I= 13 . . . 3 h 
k=l k=l 
* (3.12) 
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As S+Q~ the right side of (3.12) converges weakly to the right side of (3.7). The 
desired result (3.7) will be proved via Billingsley [2] Theorem 4.2 if we show for 
fs 0, continuous with compact support in {z: (z\ > a} that, for 77 > 0 and 1 = 1, . . . , h, 
i f(a,‘Z&+,)l ~~lz,+,lssl”ta,‘lz,+,l~~~‘~~~~ rl 1 =o. (3.13) sira) n+ao k=l 
The probability in (3.13) is bounded by 
nPb,‘~zk~k+,~> a, s < (zk+,( s adsI 
and the desired result thus follows from (3.2). 0 
We now sum the points in Proposition 3.4. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose (l.l), (1.2), (3.1) hold, E(Z,l”<co, O< a <2 and set b, = 
E&Z21~p,z,js;anl. Then, in Rh+l, 
(i) for O<cu<l, 
3 f j;, f j,@‘_:‘+zjk’), l=l,. .., h 
k=l k=l > 
=:(S,,5-,+&,Z=l,..., h)=:(So,SI,I=l,..., h); 
(ii) for 1 G (Y < 2, 
$, (ai2.G, a,‘(&&+, - b,), I= 1,. . . , h) 
-t ; jkZ)k’l 
k=l 
=:(S,,[_~+&l=l,..., h)=:(S,,S,,l=l,..., h). 
(For cy = 1, interpret the above formulas in the obvious way; for instance by letting 
CY J I.) 
Remark. The variables (So, C-r,&, 1= 1, . . . , h) are dependent due to the presence 
of the jk’s in each. Each of the variables So, 5-1, 6, S, (I = 1,. . . , h) is stable; S, is 
stable with index a/2 and the rest are stable with index a. The representation of 
t-r or [, given above is the Ito representation of an infinitely divisible random 
variable, cf. Ito [14]. 
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Proof. Based on Proposition 3.4, it is clear how to proceed; cf. Davis [6], Resnick 
[19]. Continuously map the points which in absolute value are bigger than 6 of the 
point processes in Proposition 3.4 into the sum of the points. Adding a centering 
for the case 1 G (Y <2 we obtain 
k=l 
- ~~n’ZkZk+ll[,o,‘Z~Zk+,~E(s,i,,, I= l,. . . , h, 
-2aE/Z,J”(6~~“-‘~-1)/((Y-1),1=1,..., h . 
> 
As 6 + 0, the right side above converges weakly to the desired limit in (ii). The result 
will be proved via Billingsley’s [2] Theorem 4.2 if we prove, for any v> 0, 
lim lim sup P 
[I 
i a,‘(ZkZk+, - bn) - i a,‘(ZkZk+,l~l~,‘=,z,+,l>s] 
s-o n+m k=l k=l 
[I 
n 
= lim lim sup P 1 anl(ZkZk+ll~ja,‘Z~=~+,l~~, 
s-0 n+cc k=l 
- EZkZk+,l[la,‘ZkZk+, 1s4]) 
I 1 > 17 =o. 
Since {ZkZk+[, ---CO < k < CO} is I-dependent, this is handled as in Davis [6, pp. 265, 
2661. 
The case 0 < LY < 1 is handled similarly without the need for centering. 0 
We now consider the weak limit behavior of the sample correlation function of 
moving averages of the Zt’s. Define as before X, = I,?=_, c~Z*-~ where {Z,} satisfies 
(l.l), (1.2), (3.1), EIZ,(*<a, O<a<2 and 
<co ifO<cz<l, 
< a for some O< E < 1, if cz = 1 
F ld”ljl (00 and f Ic,l<co ifl<cr<2. 
j=-02 j=-co 
(3.13) 
These assumptions on the coefficients {c,}, guarantee that {X,} exists as a stationary 
process since 
E C c,Z,, 
I I 
cl 
CC IcjI”EIZII” COO for O< cy s 1 
i j 
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and 
E CcjZt, Gz\cjlEIZ,I<03 for l<a<2. 
I I i i 
Recall the sample correlation function is 
b(h) = C(h)/C(O), h 20 
where 
C(h)= i x,x,+, 
I=1 
and as before we set p(h) = Cj cjcj+,,/C, CT. In Davis and Resnick [7] it was shown 
that 6(h) 5 p(h). Here, we shall show that a,(;( h) -p(h)) converges in distribution 
where {a,} is defined in (3.3). 
The first step is to verify that 
ai2 
( 
C(O)- ; c; i 2: 
> 
:o (3.14) 
j--m ,=I 
and 
m 
a,‘(C(O)) =+ c c,2& (3.15) 
j=-m 
where S, is defined in Theorem 3.5. If we set $i,, = ci(Ci_,+l - ci_,p(l)) for i = 0, *l, 
12, . . . ,j = *l, +2, . . then we get for every positive integer 1, 
P^(z)PP(‘)-(c(o))-’ Iit C f (3.16) 
r=1 j#O I=-= 
and, for each j > 0, 
ai’ ,If, IIF $i,jZt-iZ*-ii,+ F iLi,-jzr-izt-i-j) ( ( i=--ns I=-m 
- i=;l, (cclfi,j+ cLi,-j) i zfzl+j ’ O. 
,=L ) (3.17) 
The proofs of (3.14)-(3.17) are practically identical to the proofs ofthe corresponding 
results given in Propositions 4.1-4.3 of Davis and Resnick [8] (by either setting 
6 = LY or 6 = l), and hence are omitted. Our main result on limit distributions for 
sample correlation functions is now stated. 
Theorem 3.6. SupposeX, = Cj cjZtpj where {c,} satisjies (3.13) and {Z,} satisjies (l.l), 
(1.2), (3.1), EjZ,j” <CO and O<(Y ~2. Let a, be given by (3.3) and set b,= 
~Z1ZJ[/Z,Z+z,] ifa andb,=Ofora<l. Dejine,forI>O, 
4, =2n f (p(l+j)+p(I-j)-2p(j)p(l)) 
j=l 
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and 
Yr= Y? (P(Z+j)+p(Z-j)-2p(j)p(Z))S,lS, 
j=l 
where (S,, S, j = 1,2,. . .) is de$ned in Theorem 3.5. Then, in Rh, 
(i) For O<cy<l, 
(G(;(l)-p(l)), lsl&h) * (YI, yz ,..., yh). 
(ii) For 1 s a < 2, 
(3.18) 
(&(;(Z)-p(Z)-d,,,/C(O)), 15 Zsh) =j (y,, y2,, . . , yh). (3.19) 
If either 1~ (Y < 2 and EZ, = 0 or ifa = 1 and 2, is symmetric about zero then (3.19) 
holds with d,,, = 0, Z = 1, . . . , h, and a location change in the k;‘s. 
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 4.4 in Davis and Resnick [8]. 
First, from Theorem 3.5 and (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17) we have for any fixed positive 
integer m, 
a,‘C(O), a,’ ,<ie, i, ( i=[m +i.,(z,-J-i+j-bn))) 
If cfsO, Ii! f ($i,j++,-j)Sj . 
i=--m j=1 i=-CC > 
The next step in the proof is to show that (3.20) remains valid with m replaced by 
a and then use (3.16) to determine the weak limit of a,(b(h) -p(h)). 
The limit in (3.20) is true with m replaced by uc provided (cf. Theorem 4.2, 
Billingsley [2]) that 
(3.21) 
for every y > 0 and 
it IT (+i,j+ (cli,-jlsj * f IF (4+i,j+$z,-j)s,. (3.22) 
j=l ~=-_m j=l i=-m 
The verification of (3.21) is the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in Davis and 
Resnick [8] and hence is omitted. As for (3.22) we consider three separate cases. 
For 0~ (Y < 1, I,“=, Cz_, ($i,j + +i,-j)Sj has a stable distribution with Levy measure 
(cf. Resnick [19]) given by 
E f IT ($i,j+ $i,-,)Zj “A(dX) 
j=l i=-m 
where recall h(dx) is the mean measure of the PRM C, Ebb. Now, since 
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the Levy measures converge and hence the corresponding characteristic functions 
in (3.22) converge as desired. Also, for CY = 1, 
and, for l<a<2, 
E F I? ($i,j+ILi,-j)Sj =G? E (I~,jl+I~i,-jl)EIS,1<00 
j=1 i=-00 j=l i=-_Oa 
so that we have as. convergence in (3.22) for 1 G (Y < 2. 
To complete the proof, observe that d,,, = n Cj+o CP,-, ($i,j+ $i,-j)b,, and hence 
by (3.14)-(3.17) and the continuous mapping theorem 
%(6(l) -p(l) - &/C(O)) 
=&C(O))_‘a,’ f c ; (Cli,j(z,_iZ,_i+j-b,)+o,(l) 
*=I j+O i=--a0 
The proof of joint convergence is a straightforward extension of the above 
argument. 0 
Following Davis and Resnick [8] we can also derive the limit laws of the mean 
corrected version of the sample correlation function defined by 
P(Z)= f (X,-X)(X,+,-X) 
I 
;, (X,-JQ2 
,=l ,=I 
where x=x:=,X,/n. For l<Lu<2 we have 
(a,(p”(l) -p(l), 1 G 1s h)) * (Y,, 1 G Is h) 
and, for O<a<l, 
where S=cT=,j,. 
Remark. Define 6, = inf{x: P(~z,z,~ > x) G n-’ }. We now show that (3.1) is 
necessary in order for 2,’ C:=, Z,Z,+, to have a limit distribution. Suppose for the 
sake of this argument that Z1 has a symmetric distribution satisfying (1.1) and 
EIZ,l* <co and that C;’ CT Z,Z,+, converges in distribution. It follows that Z,Z2 
also has a symmetric distribution, that IZ,Z,l has regularly varying tail probabilities 
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(Embrechts and Goldie [9]) and therefore that Z,Z, belongs to the domain of 
attraction of a symmetric m-stable distribution. We first note that 
WI > t) 
P(lGZ*l> t) 
converges as t+co (3.23) 
if and only if 
WI > 6”) 
P(lZIZ,l> 6,) - 
nP(IZ,j > ~5,) converges as n + ~0. 
From the argument given at the beginning of Section 3, we know that 
lim inf Jw1-4 > t) 
f’@c P(IZ,I > f) 2 2EIZ,I”. 
Thus, suppose n’P(/Z,l> &) + 0 for some subsequence n’+ 00 where 0s 0 < 
(2EIZ,I*)-‘. We shall show 
6,) ; z,z,+, =+ S(g@))“” (3.24) 
,=L 
where S is the symmetric a-stable random variable with characteristic function eP”I” 
and g 2 0 is a l-l function of 0. Once this is established, then clearly the convergence 
in distribution of I:=, Z,Z,+,/& will preclude the two distinct limit values in (3.23). 
If 0 = 0 then with a, defined as in (3.3) it is easy to show that &,/ans+ ~0. The 
argument in Section 3 of Davis and Resnick [8] can now be easily adapted to show 
that (3.24) is valid with g(0) = 1. So now suppose 8> 0 and for a fixed k> 3 let 
w = (Z,Z*, z*zs, . . . , Z,_,Z,). We first show that for A E B(Rkp’\{O}), 
n’P( ci,,’ W E A) + u(A) for all A with v(dA) = 0 and v(A) < cc (3.25) 
where v is a Levy measure defined as follows: First define measures v,, v2, v3 on 
R’\(O) such that for a set A = (x, 00) x (y, ~0) in the interior of the first quadrant 
v,(A)= v*(A)= q(A)=4+!+!$ x>O, y>O, 
and then extend the measures symmetrically to the interiors of the other three 
quadrants. On the axes define, for x > 0, 
V,((X,co) x(O))= V3({0}X(X,CD))=&a(l-eeE~Z1Ja), 
rQ({O] x(x, a)) = Q((X, a) x(01) 
= Vz({O} x(x, 00)) = V,((X, a) x(0)) =$x-a(l -2eE(Z,(“) 
with a symmetric definition on the negative side of the axes. Now for a set A E 
B(Rk-l\(O)), v(A) is defined to be 
k-3 k-2 
v(A)=v,(P,nA)+ 1 v2(P,nA)+v,(Pk_,nA)- C v2(einA) 
,=2 r=2 
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where Pi is the plane formed by the xi and Xi+, axes and the intersection Pi n A is 
interpreted as a two-dimensional set. The set ei n A is meant to represent the two 
dimensional set (R x (0)) n (Pi n A), and the v2 measure of these sets are subtracted 
off since P, n Pi+, is equal to the xi+, axis and hence should only contribute once 
in the sum. 
It is easy to see that if A is not a subset of urz: Pi, then n’P(i?,) WE A) + v(A) = 0 
since the non-consecutive components of W are independent. On the other hand if 
A = {x: u, s xi, u2 s x~+~} with u1 > 0 and u2 > 0, then 
n’P( G,! WE A) = n’P(Z,Z,> u,&, Z,Z, > u,&) 
which by symmetry 
= 44WP(]Z,Zz] > u,&, Iz*z,j > u*&) 
+ vI((u,, ~0) x(u,, ~0)) = v(A) 
where the asymptotic equivalence line follows from Breiman [3] since E(IZ,l/u, A 
lZ,// uJ6 < co for some 6 > (Y. Also if A = {x: u < xi} and u > 0, then it is easy to 
check that 
i 
v,((u, 00) XR), i=l, 
v(A)= ~v,((u,co)xR)-v,({O}~(u,~)), i=2 ,..., k-2, 
“m x(4 a)), i=k-1, 
-1 pm 
-2u 
and hence n’P( ii;,’ W E A) = n’P(Z,Z, > a”,,,~) + v(A). Using symmetry and the fact 
that the support of v is contained in Pi, i = 1,. . . , k-2, (3.25) follows. 
For each fixed integer k > 3, we have 
i-: z,z,+,= i ui+ri’ &+ Y, 
I=, i=, i=, 
where Ui=(Z~i-,)k+lZ~i_l)k+2+. . .+ZtkplZ,k), K=ZzkZik+l, Y,=(Z,,Z,,+,+* * *+ 
ZnsZ,,s+,) and r = [n’/ k]. The Ui’s are iid and since U, has a symmetric distribution, 
we have, from (3.25), 
=z-_,({x: I;+}) 
=z -+,(lx+yl> l)+v,(lx+yl> l)+W4)v,(lx+_+ 1) 
-(k-3)v,()xl> l,y=O)). 
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Settingg,(B)= ~i(lx+yl> l)+v,(]x+yl> l)+(k-4)v,(lx+yl> l)-(k-3)+(1x1> 
1, y = 0), we have 
G,’ i Ui =$ S(g&9))“~ 
i=l 
where S is the symmetric stable distribution with index LY (cf. de Haan and Resnick 
[12]). Since &,/a”,,)+ k-“OL, we then obtain 
a”,! i U, =a S(gk( e)/ k)“a 
i=l 
and as k+co, gk(e)/k~v,(lx+yl>l)-v,(lxl>l, y=O)=:g(B) so that we have 
S(g,(e)lk)“a =+ s(g(e))‘/a. Also since the K’s are iid and Y, = O,(l), it follows that 
lim lim sup P 
(I I 
ci,? ; z,z,+, - i: ui > & =o 
k+oo n’+oO ,=, i=l I > 
and hence by Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley [2], we obtain 
6;’ 2 z,z,+, + s(g(e))‘/=. 
,=I 
The value of g(e) is computed from the following lemma. 
Lemma. If for some sequence of numbers tj -+ ~0, 
w7*l> $I-, e-l 
p(IzlI> tj) ’ 
0~ es(2EIz,I*)-1, 
then 
P(lz*(z, + -%)I> q) 
pW,I > 4) 
+2e-1+Elzl+z31"-2EIz,I". 
It follows from the lemma that 
n’P(l&(& + &)I >~",)~2+e(EIz,+z,I"-2EIZ,I") 
whose limit using (3.25) with k =4 must also be equal to v(A), where A= 
{XE R3\{O}: 1x,+x,1> 1). But 
v(A)= vl((x,y): Ix+yl> 1)+v3((x,y): lx]> I)-~2((x,y): ]“l’l,y =o) 
which from the definition of Ye, v2 and v3 is equal to 
v2(~X+y~>1)+eEJZ,~n+V2(~XJ~1)-V2(~X(~1,y=0) 
= v2(lx-tyl> l)+eEIZ,I”+eEIZ,I”, 
so that 
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Hence 
g(e)=v,(~x+y~>1)-v,(~x~>1,y=0)=1+8(E~Z,+Z,~”-2E~Z,~“) 
which is a l-l positive function of 0 on [0, (2E(Z,I*))‘] as asserted in (3.24). 
Proof of Lemma. Let G(t) = P(IZ, + Z,] > t) and F(t) = P(IZ,I > t). Then by Feller 
[ 11, p. 2781, and Cline [5], Lemma 1.2, G(t)/ F( t) + 2. For s > 0, we have 
P(lz,(z,+z~)]> t)= P(lZ,(Z,+Zx)I’ r,Palm t/s) 
+P(lz,~z,+Z,~l~t,l~,+~,I~s~+~~I~*l~~l~,I~,+~~I~~~ 
I 
t/2 
= G(t/y)F(dy)+ ’ F(t/y)G(dy)+F(t/s)G(s). 
0 I 0 
Similarly, 
I 
r/s 
fYlz1-4 > f) = J+/y)F(dy)+ 
0 I 
’ F(t/y)F(dy)+F(rls)F(s). 
0 
Thus, 
IP(lZ,(Z,+Z& t)+WIZ,Z,1> t)-~O)(EIZ,+Z$ -4Z,1”)1/%) 
On the set 0 < y < r/s, t/y > s so that for s sufficiently large 12 - G( t/y)/E’(t/y)l < E 
for all 0 s y < t/s. Hence letting t + CO through the sequence tJ, the above inequality 
is bounded by 
mG4’ 5) 
,fl_m &P(lZ1l > 4) + IElZ,tZ,jl-~~y”C(dy)l 
+21E~Zl\_l:y-F(dy,l +s”(G(s)+2F(s)) 
and now letting s + co, the bound becomes ~6~’ since EIZ,I” is assumed finite. 0 
4. Summary 
We now summarize the rather complete results describing the limit laws for the 
sample correlation function. The process under consideration is X, = CT_, c~Z,_~, 
where {Z,} is iid with Z, belonging to the domain of attraction of a stable distribution 
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with index LX, 0 < (Y < 2. For simplicity assume EZ, = 0 if 1 < a 6 2 and for a = 1 
assume Z, has a symmetric distribution. 
Case 1. a = 2. Choose LX,, and &, so that 
np,2E(Z,Z2)21[,z,=~,~p,J~ 1 and ~Q;~EZ:I~,~+~.~+ 1. 
Then, for h 2 1, we have 
( cf, z:, Pi’ i z,z,+,, . . . , pi’ i: zz+* =3 (1, s,, s2, I=, I=, > 
where S,, S2, . . . are iid N(0, 1). From this result, we obtain 
(p~‘cz;(p^(z)-~p(z)), l<lGh) * (K, l<Z<h) 
where 
yr’ : (PU+~)+P(~-j)-2P(j)PU))s,. 
j=l 
. . . 5 S/t) 
(4.1) 
If u2 = Var(Z,) <co, then we may take LY, = n”2a and & = n”2u2 so that P;‘LY~ = 
1’2. In this case, (4.1) is the same as Theorem 8.4.6 of Anderson [l] by noting that 
;Y,; * * , Y,,) has a multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix given 
by Bartlett’s formula 
r+=jF, (p(gfj)+p(g-j)-2p(j)p(g))(p(k+j)+p(k-j)-2p(j)p(k)) 
= ? (p(g+j)p(k+j)+p(g-j)p(k+j)-2p(j)p(g)p(k+j) 
j= __oc 
Case 2. 0 < CY < 2 and ElZ,l* = CO. Define the sequences 6, and a,, by &, = 
inf{x: P(lZ,Z,l> x) G n-l} and a,, = inf{x: P(IZ,I > x) =G n-‘}. Then, for h 2 1, 
( 
ai jJ Z:, a”,’ i Z,Z,+,,. .., ii1 jJ Z,Z,+h 
,=I ,=, (=I > 
* (S,, S ,,.. .,S,) 
where &,Si,..., S,, are independent; S,, is stable with index (~/2 and S,, . . . , S, 
are identically distributed with an a-stable distribution. It was then shown in Davis 
and Resnick [8] that 
(a’;‘a’,(p^(Z)-p(Z)),lSZch) * (Y,,lcZsh) 
where 
K= ? (P(l+j)+p(Z-j)-2p(j)p(Z))SjlS,. 
j=l 
The scaling a, --‘a; can be written as n”“L, (n) for some slowly varying function L, ( * ). 
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Case 3. 0~ (Y ~2 and EIZ1l” <co. Further assume (3.1) and define a, by a, = 
inf{x: P((z,l>x)~ n-‘}. Then for ha 1 
( 
ai i z:, a,’ i z,z,+ ,,.. .) a,’ ; z,z,+h 
I=, ,=I ,=, ) 
=3 (So,S I,.. .,S,) 
where S,, S,, . . . , S,, are given in the statement of Theorem 3.5. Although S,, is 
a/2-stable, and S,, . . . , S,, are a-stable, they are no longer independent as was the 
situation in the above cases. Nevertheless, we still have 
(C&(;(l)-p(l)), 1,s Is h) * (Y,, 1s Is h) 
where 
Yr= I? (P(l+j)+P(l-j)-2P(j)P(0)SjlS0. 
,=I 
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